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NETORIOUS
Nestle down
He’s here: Netorious. The futuristic lounge furniture and design statement all in one. Expressive in size 
and still subtle, thanks to its transparent look. Nestle down in any way you like. Whether you’re sitting 
up, lying crosswise, or curling up into a ball, Netorious takes relaxing to an even more stress-free level. 
You can see the ground beneath you through the net, so it feels like you’re floating. Fill Netorious with 
cushions, blankets, and books, and set off for your own planet of comfort and peace.

Strong and light
Netorious is big and smart, sturdy and soft, light and super strong. His funny legs stand firmly on any 
surface. The net is blindly concealed in the aluminum frame, which makes the construction extra 
strong. Those ties between the net and the legs? You can tighten up the Netorious with them. It’s that 
simple. Netorious is ready for you all day long. It’s easy to lift up and move it to wherever your mood 
takes you. For even more comfort, there’s the Netorious Pillow, a quilted cushion that flows seamlessly 
into the design. And no worries if you spill something on the cushion – the sturdy fabric is water- and 
dirt-resistant. With the Netorious Cover, made from recycled PET bottles, you can protect Netorious from 
any type of weather. He’ll stay perfect for years to come.

About the designer
Chris Kabel creates smart furniture in which ingenious technical constructions lead to surprising 
design. Chris: “Fatboy has an open mind about things that don’t exist yet and immediately 
believed in my wild ideas. It was fantastic to work together and investigate 
how we could translate these into the very best product. 
This is how we came up with an entirely  
new interpretation. 

Nice to know
• For outdoor use.

• Available in anthracite.

• Material frame: powder  

 coated aluminum.

• Material net: polyester.

• Dimensions: 176 x 154 x 90 cm. 

• Weight: 18.8 kg. 

• EUR 899 | GBP 899 | NOK 9.469 | SEK 9.469 | DKK 6.709 | 1.165 CHF.


